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Introduction: Brain death is a difficult diagnosis to make, relying primarily on clinical examination. Ancillary tests are used when confounders exist. Nuclear medicine perfusion test (NMPT) is currently the preferred test for confirming brain death. Computed tomographic angiography (CTA) may be an alternative test to confirm brain death. It is readily available 24 hours a day at most level I trauma centers and is easy to perform.

Methods: Patients with a clinical examination consistent with brain death were selected from the intensive care unit at a 550-bed teaching hospital. The patients underwent NMPT followed immediately by CTA. Both studies were read by radiologists blinded to the results of the alternative study. Absence of brain perfusion confirmed brain death. Multiple independent variables were collected on each patient including demographics, core body temperature, apnea challenge, mechanism of injury, timelines, renal function pre- and posttesting, organ donation, and time to procurement.

Results: There were 25 patients enrolled in the study with multiple injury patterns. No false negative exams were identified on CTA when compared with NMPT. Three patients without flow on NMPT showed minimal flow on CTA. Each of these had open skull defects. Sensitivity of CTA was 0.86 and specificity was 1. There was no induced morbidity with regards to renal failure and organ donation.

Conclusion: CTA is a quick and efficient test for brain death confirmation. CTA demonstrated no false negative studies. The resolution of CTA seems to have an increased sensitivity for cerebral blood flow. Further studies with larger sample sizes need to be performed.
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(J Trauma. 2010;68: 553–559)
There are several sporadic reports in the literature describing CTA as an alternative test for brain death confirmation.12–22 However, there are no prospective studies evaluating CTA as a confirmatory test for brain death. We hypothesize that CTA is an equivalent confirmatory test for brain death when compared with NMPT. The purpose of this study is to confirm the efficacy of CTA for the determination of brain death.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

This is a prospective nonrandomized trial. Patients were selected from the trauma and neurologic intensive care units at a 530-bed academic medical center. Inclusion criteria were nonpregnant adults 18 years of age or older. All patients had a neurologic examination consistent with brain death as performed by a board-certified neurosurgeon. The family of the patient must be available to obtain informed consent.

Enrolled patients first underwent a NMPT, the control test, as per standard protocol, followed immediately by a cerebral CTA, the study test. All CTA’s were performed on a Siemens Somaton Sensation 64-slice computed tomographic scanner using a three-phase scan time. The patients underwent an initial noncontrast computed tomography (CT) head and neck (to visualize any old blood or hematoma), an acute arterial phase CTA, and finally a delayed venous phase CTA. It was determined that the delayed venous phase of the CTA was not useful and should not be obtained. The study test was performed within thirty minutes of the control test to eliminate as much as possible any temporal confounders. The studies were then read by radiologists blinded to the results of the alternative study. Absence of blood flow intracerebrally confirmed the diagnosis of brain death. Examples of both NMPT and CTA with and without flow are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Independent variables were collected on each enrolled patient including demographic information such as age, race, and sex. In addition information was obtained regarding core body temperature, results of the apnea challenge (if it was able to be completed), and mechanism of injury. To ensure no added morbidity was created from the study test, pre- and post-CTA blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine levels were measured. Organ donation information was obtained from patients who progressed to procurement, including a timeline from declaration of brain death to time of donation. A timeline was measured from the time to admission to the time of suspected brain death and from suspected diagnosis to performance of the confirmatory tests.

Statistical analysis of the data were performed including Chi square test between race and injury pattern using one degree of freedom. Sensitivity, specificity, and Correl correlation coefficient were used to analyze the results of CTA. Chi square test was used to evaluate the pre- and post-CTA BUN/creatinine level. False negatives were defined as patients without flow on CTA and but flow on NMPT. False positives were defined as patients with cerebral blood flow on CTA but no flow on NMPT. This study was evaluated by our hospital medical research advisory committee and institutional review board.

RESULTS

From March 2007 to May 2008, a total of 25 patients were enrolled in the study. There were 15 Caucasian patients (60%) and 10 African-American patients (40%). Thirty-six percent of the patients were involved in blunt trauma, 36% had strokes, and 20% suffered penetrating trauma. In addition, Table 1 shows the relationship between race and injury type. Nearly, half of Caucasians suffered motor vehicle crash, whereas half of African-Americans presented after cerebral vascular crash. Chi square test values between race and injury type show a value of 0.027 with one degree of freedom, p = 0.87. Thirteen patients successfully completed an apnea challenge. All 13 patients showed apnea when the ventilator was removed.

Table 2 shows the results of the NMPT and CTA acute arterial phase tests. There were 19 patients demonstrating no flow on acute arterial phase CTA, indicating brain death. All of these patients also showed absence of technetium-99 on NMPT. There were no false negative results. There were three patients who showed flow on NMPT and could not be confirmed brain dead. These same three patients showed flow on CTA. Three additional patients showed minimal uptake of contrast at the base of the skull on CTA arterial phase who

![Figure 1. Nuclear medicine perfusion study. Upper image demonstrates normal cerebral blood flow. The lower image shows the absence of flow and is consistent with brain death.](image-url)
did not show uptake on NMPT. These three patients represented our false positive results. Of note, all patients did progress to brain death regardless of the results of the control or study test.

Several tests were performed to determine whether the CTA results were equivalent to the standard NMPT test, including a Correl correlation, an odds ratio, sensitivity, and specificity. The odds ratio could not be calculated because of the value of zero for the denominator. The remaining tests showed a positive preliminary result, but none were statistically significant because of the small sample size. When comparing the acute arterial phase of CTA with NMPT, the sensitivity is 0.86 and specificity is 1. A Correl correlation coefficient was then performed to determine whether there was a relationship between positive and negative results from NMPT and CTA. There is a positive correlation $r = 0.66$ indicating a fairly strong positive correlation that CTA give similar results to the NMPT.

Pre- and post-CTA creatinine levels were measured. The precontrast BUN/creatinine levels were obtained within 2 hours before the dye load. The postcontrast BUN/creatinine were measured between half an hour after dye load if organ donation was not chosen and up to 48 hours after dye load if the patient was an organ donor. There were five patients who experienced no change in creatinine. Ten patients showed an increase in creatinine by a mean of 0.19 and 10 patients showed a decrease in creatinine by a mean of 0.18. No patient showed a change in creatinine by 0.5, indicating renal failure. A single-tailed $t$ test was performed comparing pre- and postcontrast creatinine. This revealed a value of $t = 0.23$, indicating little variance between pre- and postcontrast renal function. A Chi square test was performed showing a value of $X^2 = 1.085$. Finally, a covariance reconfirmed the minimal difference with a value of 0.25.

Fourteen patients, or 56%, progressed on to organ donation. This is consistent with historical controls at our institution. There was a slightly negative relationship between race and organ donation with $r = -0.26$. This again was very similar to historical controls for our institution. The mean procurement time was 27.4 hours. Table 3 shows the percentage of organ donators as divided by race.

After suspected diagnosis of brain death, the mean time to performance of the NMPT followed immediately by CTA was 5.75 hours. Once the patients arrived to the radiology suite, the time for execution of each test was 10 minutes.

**DISCUSSION**

Almost all of our severe closed head injury patients undergo a repeated CT of the head without contrast after any significant neurologic deterioration. In our institution, it takes $\sim 30$ minutes for the noncontrasted CT to be ordered and subsequently performed. We noted that our neurosurgical colleagues use CT evidence of herniation in addition to a clinical examination consistent with brain death to establish this diagnosis. On a number of occasions in which confounding variables are present, NMPT is obtained to confirm the suspected diagnosis. This test is often difficult to obtain after hours, often delaying the diagnosis of brain death. From request to test execution, it takes an average of 5.75 hours. This prolongs family anxiety and potential organ procurement. Several patients continue to deteriorate during this time delay and became ineligible for organ donation. Because the patients are having a noncontrasted CT scan anyway, a CTA at the time of neurologic deterioration would allow more timely confirmation of brain death.

Our data demonstrated three false positive results on CTA when using NMPT as the control. All three patients demonstrated minimal amounts of blood flow at the Circle of Willis. Our neurosurgeon noted that all of these patients had open skull defects, however, not all patients with open skull defects showed blood flow on CTA. Furthermore, our neurosurgeon and neuroradiologist believe that the small amount of flow seen at the base of the brain was clinically insignificant but can confuse the diagnosis. It may indicate that CTA is a more sensitive test than NMPT for identifying minimal cerebral blood flow. Combes et al.\textsuperscript{17} suggest this small
amount of flow originates from meningeal perfusion which could explain our findings. Further investigation is warranted to definitively determine the significance of such blood flow.

Figures 3 and 4 show two of the three false positive patients. Inherent in the technology and technique, NMPT is a lower resolution study. The NMPT of both these patients was read as no intracerebral blood flow consistent with brain death. The lower images are that of the patients’ CTA scan. These showed a minimal amount of blood flow at the base of the skull. The thin arrow delineates flow. The thick arrow indicates old intracerebral blood flow. Finally, the star demonstrates a bullet fragment. Brain death was confirmed in these three patients based on clinical examination and confirmatory testing with repeat NMPT. Currently, these patients with minimal amounts of blood flow at the base of the skull are not confirmed as brain dead. Further investigation of these patients needs to be performed to determine what threshold of blood flow is consistent with brain death.

In addition to the three false positive patients, there were seven patients who showed blood flow on the delayed venous phase of the CTA. Quesnel et al.19 shows a similar finding in their study comparing CTA to electroencephalogram with delayed venous blood flow in 70% of their study participants. This is a similar finding to what is seen on delayed imaging on four-vessel cerebral angiography. This delayed blood flow is from collaterals and is not significant. Therefore, this phase of the scan can be omitted.

After measuring pre- and post-CTA BUN and creatinine levels, there was no evidence for renal failure as defined by an increase in creatinine by 0.5. As these patients are a source of kidneys for transplantation, it was imperative to ensure no morbidity of renal failure was induced after giving these patients the contrast dye load for the CTA. This increases support for the use of CTA.

A comparison was made of the costs for CTA and NMPT. The cost of a NMPT scan is $186.52. CTA costs $250 per scan to perform. These are costs incurred by the hospital for the scans and not charges to the patient. Although NMPT is slightly cheaper than CTA, the cost does not include the cost of ICU care during the delay to perform the NMPT, which further increases the cost of care for NMPT as a confirmatory test. On average, the delay for a NMPT is 6 hours, whereas CTA can be performed within half an hour.

One of the limitations of this study is the small sample size. Although multiple modalities for analysis were used, statistical significance was not achieved secondary to the small sample size. In addition, the statistical design was initially intended to be more quantitative but was more...
needed in patients with open skull defects who demonstrate and no further testing is necessary. Further evaluation is acute arterial phase of the CTA, brain death can be confirmed additional resources or risks. If there is no blood flow on the CTA can be performed at the same time with minimal significant neurologic deterioration or suspected brain death. contrasted CT scan of the head is frequently performed with any shed further light but is hampered by patient confidentiality. posttransplant kidneys procured from study patients would families opted to forgo organ donation. A follow-up of those patients who proceeded to organ donation. However, this was This was up to 48 hours after the CTA dye load for those The last measured BUN/creatinine was used for analysis. follow-up time for the postcontrast dye infusion renal testing. descriptive again secondary to the small sample size. The study is currently ongoing to gather a larger sample size and further evaluate those patients with minimal flow on CTA. Another limitation of the study was the inadequate follow-up time for the postcontrast dye infusion renal testing. The last measured BUN/creatinine was used for analysis. This was up to 48 hours after the CTA dye load for those patients who proceeded to organ donation. However, this was merely 30 minutes after dye load for some patients whose families opted to forgo organ donation. A follow-up of those posttransplant kidneys procured from study patients would shed further light but is hampered by patient confidentiality.

CONCLUSIONS

In patients with severe closed head injuries, a noncontrast CT scan of the head is frequently performed with any significant neurologic deterioration or suspected brain death. CTA can be performed at the same time with minimal additional resources or risks. If there is no blood flow on the acute arterial phase of the CTA, brain death can be confirmed and no further testing is necessary. Further evaluation is needed in patients with open skull defects who demonstrate minimal cerebral blood flow. In addition, a larger study sample would enhance statistical analysis.

All patients undergoing a CTA for suspected brain death need to have a two-phase scan. The initial scan is a noncontrast CT head that extends caudal to the base of the skull. This allows evaluation of old intracerebral blood. This is followed by an acute arterial phase. There is no utility in obtaining a delayed venous phase CTA.

CTA can often be executed within 30 minutes after being ordered, unlike NMPT, which usually is delayed by nearly 6 hours. CTA demonstrated no added morbidity. There were no measured instances of renal failure secondary to contrast dye exposure. Also, the number of organ donation was similar to historical controls at our institution. Using this new modality to confirm brain death, this could decrease the time to brain death declaration and potentially increase the number of organs procured. For the families of brain dead patients, expedited brain death confirmation by using CTA could bring more timely closure.
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**DISCUSSION**

Dr. Amy Wyrzykowski (Atlanta, Georgia): Good morning. I would like to congratulate the authors on their excellent presentation and their timely submission of a very well written manuscript. I looked at the UNOS website yesterday and I noted that greater than 100,000 people were on the waiting list for organ donation. Clearly, the importance of timely and accurate diagnosis of brain death to facilitate organ donation cannot be overstated.

I enjoyed reading your manuscript. Although the number of patients was rather small, at twenty-five, you presented a good argument for the use of computed tomographic angiography in a diagnosis of brain death. While you were unable to reach statistical significance in your comparison of CTA to nuclear medicine perfusion scan, due to the small sample size, the results are intriguing. That being said, I have several questions.

Your manuscript states that there was no evidence of renal failure in patients undergoing CTA. A very common definition of renal contrast nephropathy is an increase in serum creatinine of greater than 25 percent from baseline at forty-eight to seventy-two hours after contrast load. The post-contrast BUN and creatinine values in your study were obtained at anywhere from thirty minutes to thirty-six hours after the administration of dye.

Is that really far enough out from the contrast load to draw definitive conclusions about the safety of CTA? It would be very interesting to know if any of the transplanted kidneys had delayed graft function, which may have been related to contrast nephropathy. Various authors have noted that delayed graft function is an independent predictor of both short and long-term graft survival. Don’t you think this would be important information to have before deeming it safe? Are there any plans to obtain information on the function of the renal allografts?

In the manuscript, you noted that the delayed venous phase was not useful and should not be obtained. Other authors who have written on this topic have felt otherwise. For example, Dupas and colleagues found that the absence of venous blood return and the enhanced visibility at the superior ophthalmic veins were actually confirmatory in the findings of brain death.

Quesnel et al. suggested that the absence of venous return in three vessels, specifically the bilateral internal cerebral veins and the great cerebral vein, may actually be more accurate in diagnosing brain death in the arterial phase. What led you to conclude that the venous phase was not useful and discard it?

In your study, you noted three false positives, three patients with absence of cerebral perfusion on nuclear medicine perfusion scan who were subsequently found to have flow on CTA. Quesnel and colleagues noted a similar phenomenon in their comparison of EEG documentation of brain death and CTA. In their study, several patients that had findings consistent with brain death on EEG were found to have flow on CTA. They concluded that the use of CTA may actually delay the diagnosis of brain death, by being over-sensitive for cerebral flow. Do you agree or disagree with this?

Finally, are you still obtaining nuclear medicine perfusion scans at your institution or have your results convinced you that CTA is definitive? I would like to thank you for the privilege of the floor.

**Citations:**


Dr. Christina Berenguer (Savannah, Georgia): Thank you for the well thought out questions. The first question was in regard to renal failure and the safety of CTA. This is one of the problems with our study. There was not a great timeline for follow-up of obtaining creatinine levels. Our study design was such that we obtained the furthest BUN and creatinine level from the time of testing that we could.

For those patients who were not organ donation candidates, the post contrast dye infusion BUN and creatinine levels were measured at times within a half hour of the testing, which is not adequate for contrast nephropathy. For those patients who did go on to organ donation, we got the last available level. I agree that further follow-up of these patients post-transplantation would be of efficacy in our study. However, we were not able to do it on our initial study, due to HIPAA and patient confidentiality issues. It’s definitely something we’re looking into.

For the second question, in regards to the venous phase of the CTA, most of the literature describes using a venous phase. However, upon closer examination of cerebral angiography, our gold standard, the study is performed using an acute arterial phase scanning. Contrast is injected until an arterial image is obtained. If contrast is continued to be injected beyond the arterial phase, you will see venous oozing and filling from collaterals. Therefore, because of this finding on cerebral angiography, we concluded that the same finding should be true with CTA.

The third question was in regards to EEG and CTA and delaying diagnosis due to minimal amounts of blood flow.
We definitely saw three patients with a minimal amount of blood flow. We are currently expanding our study to include an additional seventy-five patients, for a total of hundred patients, which would give us better statistical analysis, with hopefully some significance of our numbers. In addition to those numbers, we also want to look at those patients with minimal amounts of blood flow and see if we can make a determination on what amount of blood flow would exclude a diagnosis of brain death. I think this is an area that has not been answered. Perhaps we are pronouncing patients too soon based on EEG criteria who may not truly be brain dead.

The fourth question asks which test we are obtaining at our hospital to confirm brain death, NMPT or CTA. Because we are still enrolling patients in our study, we are obtaining both NMPT and CTA. However, there have been a few patients who have been unstable and could not withstand undergoing both tests and therefore, only CTA was obtained. Our neurosurgeons feel very confident that this is a good and accurate test for brain death diagnosis and confirmation.

Dr. Samir Fakhry (Charleston, South Carolina): I enjoyed your presentation and I commend you on taking on what is undeniably one of the most complex subjects in medicine, but I also caution you. This field, if you look back over the last twenty-five to fifty years, is one of the most controversial and most inflammatory fields in medicine.

When I looked at your paper, I came up with a slightly different conclusion than you did. You concluded that CTA is a quick and efficient test for brain death confirmation and my conclusion was that CTA was almost as confusing as NMPT in the diagnosis of brain death. The reason I say that has to do with the methodology of your study.

You’ve heard about the small sample size issue and apparently you are preparing to remedy that. Before you can confirm or deny this, I think you should look at a power analysis that determines for you how many patients you would need to enroll to reach your desired differential between the two tests. I would also recommend one other thing. For many of us, the gold standard continues to be four vessel angiography and for many of the organ donation groups in this country, it continues to be that as well. I think you may want to reconsider the conclusions of your study when your reference test has a high false positive.

Finally, I have found that talking about organ donation in the same breath as confirming brain death confuses people and creates issues of conflict of interests. We may want to shy away from getting into the transplant issues, because we’ve found them to be a huge distraction in talking about brain death. I commend you on the work and I hope you’ll continue it, but I would really reconsider the above points. Thank you very much.

Dr. Christina Berenguer (Savannah, Georgia): Thank you for your questions. To answer the first question, in regard to power analysis, we have done a power analysis and the number that we need for our study achieve adequate power is ninety-six and so we’ve expanded our study to a hundred patients, which would go slightly above power.

The second question was in regards to four vessel angiography, which is the gold standard. I agree with you in that this would be the best comparison test for CTA. However, there are issues with performing cerebral angiography, particularly because it is invasive and it’s a little bit more difficult to get consent from family members to perform this invasive test. Also, it would expose the patients to two dye loads, whereas they would only be given one if we just did the CTA with NMPT.

I agree with your point about organ donation. We looked at it just as one of the factors, because we didn’t want our study to decrease the amount of organ donation that we were already undergoing at the hospital. Thank you very much.

EDITORIAL COMMENT

The authors present data acquired prospectively to evaluate computed tomography angiography (CTA), when compared with nuclear medicine perfusion testing (NMPT), as a confirmatory tool to establish brain death. They evaluated 25 patients undergoing NMPT with subsequent CTA and evaluated results using blinded radiologists. The results that they report do corroborate their contention that CTA is as good or superior to NMPT for evaluation of blood flow to the cerebral and brain stem. They had, most importantly, no false negatives and a few false positives, with a specificity of 0.86 and a sensitivity of 1.

These data correlate well with previous such comparisons made with electroencephalography and with digital subtraction angiography. There appears to be an increased sensitivity of CTA with persistent evidence of some perfusion, which is not evident by other modalities such as digital subtraction angiography. The precise significance of such perfusion is not entirely clear; however, the authors do well to mention these references and similarities in their discussion. The two examples listed in their study (Figs. 3 and 4) may reflect perfusion of meningeal structures such as tentorium, clivus, and cavernous sinus through meningeal branches of the internal carotid or external carotid branches.

Overall, this is a worthwhile, preliminary study that continues to advance our work up of this terminal cohort of patients with important implications in terms of evaluation for organ donation and timely harvesting. It is also prudent to note that although CTA is now almost universally available and, particularly, at level I trauma centers is available 24/7, NMPT use is more restricted. Although the differences between the two modalities did not reach statistical significance likely due to a small sample size, this is an important data set that needs to be further investigated and confirmed in larger cohorts before CTA can surpass NMPT as a reliable test for brain death confirmation.
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